
 

 
MINUTES 

 
First Meeting of the Third Period of Sessions of the  

IMCO Working Group on the Digital Single Market and E-Commerce 
 

Thursday, 31st of January 2013 
From 10:30 a.m. to 13:00 a.m., Brussels 

Meeting room: PHS 4B001 
 
 
The potential of the digital single market for growth and jobs - progress achieved, 
state of play and outstanding challenges. 
 
1. Welcome and Opening statement, by Mr. Pablo Arias Echeverría MEP, 

Coordinator of the Working Group 
 

Mr Pablo Arias Echeverria, the Coordinator of the Working Group on the Digital 
Single Market and E-Commerce welcomed participants and presented the agenda 
explaining how it fits in the overall programme. He introduced the 4 high level 
panellists who would intervene following the presentation of the study which was 
carried out under the direction of the European Parliament Policy Department.  Mr 
Arias Echeverria stressed the importance to assess the state of play and evaluate the 
directions that need to be taken to give a fresh impetus to the Digital Single Market 
(DSM). The DSM offers a strong potential for growth and employment, especially 
for the younger generation. By investing in the digital single market, we will have a 
strong response to the current challenges as the solution in overcoming the present 
crisis is Digital. 

*** 
2.      Presentation of the study: "Roadmap to Digital Single Market. Prioritising 

necessary legislative responses to opportunities and barriers to e-
Commerce" by Alberto Bolognini, Economisti Associati 

 
The study reviews the state of play of the actions proposed by the European 
Commission to boost the creation of the Digital Single Market. It analyses 
specifically the actions put forward in the context of the Digital Agenda for Europe 
(2010), the Single Market Act (2011) and the Communication on e-commerce and 
online services (2012).  
 
It identifies priority actions according to their economic growth potential, the 
rationale and overtime variation of EU legislation, and the degree of consensus or 
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lack thereof. Finally, it highlights synergies and interdependencies between the 
various actions and offers a rough estimate of the time schedule for their 
implementation and expected impact.  
 
The study makes the following recommendations: 
a. In the future strategic documents prioritisation criteria should be set more 
explicit in the text  
b. The criteria should be more transparent and open to external discussion and 
scrutiny  
c. Prioritisation criteria should provide the basis to quantify impact in terms of 
economic growth and synergic effects 
d. Synergic effects criteria should be better highlighted from the beginning of the 
future legislative programmes 
e. There should be more methodological coordination between the different 
Commission services operating in the same policy area (e.g. agreement on how to 
calculate the size of policy problems) 
f. A harmonised approach should be adopted as regards the provision of related 
impact assessment reports and data contents 

*** 
3. Intervention of Katarzyna Lasota, Legal Compliance Officer, MIH 

Naspers, President EDiMA 
 
EDiMA  - the European Digital Media Association -  is an alliance of new media 
companies whose members provide new media platforms offering European 
consumers a wide range of online services, including e-content, media, E-
commerce, communications and information/search services. EDiMA represents the 
interests of the new media sector in Europe in policymaking. The focus of this 
presentation was on the challenges for SMEs related to the Digital Single Market, 
including policies related to: consumers, roaming prices, Internet and connectivity, 
ePayments, trust, tax, competition, postal delivery and ODR/ADR. They key points 
raised were: 
 
1. The principle of a one-stop-shop is positive for consumers and businesses and 
must continue. Various positive developments have taken place for consumers 
which include the adoption of the ADR and ODR measures.   
 
2. The lowering of roaming prices is a great achievement (though these are 
fragmented and there are 27 regimes with different prices) – it is vital to harmonise 
roaming prices.  
  
3. Internet and connectivity is crucial to enable as wide as possible an outreach of 
e-commerce and the Digital Single Market to all parts of Europe, including to 
remote and rural areas. 
 
4. ePayments are very important for the development of E-Commerce in EU. It is 
good that the Commission is consulting on the future of ePayments. It goes into the 
right direction and oints to three problematic areas:  
a) Late payments directive. Problems seem to lie with national authorities as well as 
with payment institutions which need to enable recognition of credit cards and 
ensure trusted payments online;  
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b) The implementation of the payment services directive at national level; and, 
c) The transporting of pan European licences from one Member State to another 
(competent authorities on the ground do not know how to apply the regulation, 
question of implementation at local level);  
 
5. Trust in the internet: crucial particularly for cross-border transaction. Questions 
of social obligations may follow should a company offer cross-border services. 
There are some initiatives already but not comprehensive from sellers’ perspectives.   
 
6. Differing VAT rates are a problem. e.g. differing VAT rates for ordering books 
in Europe, amongst other, could lead to a competitive disadvantage for EU 
companies.  
  
7. Competition - in the last Communication on e-Commerce of 11th January 2012, 
the Commission announced it will look more closely at selective distribution 
agreements and block exemption guidelines. This calls for a closer look at 
trademark protection and trademark regulation and how this tallies with the 
objective of free competition in the Single Market. 
 
8. Notice and take-down initiatives may not be needed by brand owners but bigger 
competitors must be careful that too strict regulation doesn’t create problems to 
service providers due to too heavy constraints and burden on online operators. 
 
9. The future revision of intellectual property Rights (IPR) requires an 
enforcement directive. We need also to keep the current limited liability while 
improving IPR as the online service provider cannot be held liable for illegal trading 
on the site. 
 
10. Parcel delivery needs to be improved  as a parcel sent  cross-border 1000km 
away is often less expensive than a parcel sent just  15 km away within the same 
Member State. This discrepancy needs to be addressed. 

*** 

4. Intervention of Tim Oosterbaan, CEO, Intrastores, Eurocommerce   

Intrastores is a Dutch online retailer that was originally established in 2007 with 
one online store, towbarstore.com. The company has built a stronghold within 
automotive parts and garden & home products, one of the fastest growing segments 
in e-commerce.  This collection of niche stores quickly became one of the fastest-
growing online retailers in Europe. Since 2008 they have started a new company 
called Salesupply to help other merchants sell cross-border. 

 
What are the challenges?  

 The question of language is a challenge. English alone is not enough though 
this depends largely on the type of product. Support is often needed also in a 
local language (not only in the webshop and support manual but also in 
customer service);  

 How to reach clients in unknown markets? There is a need to understand 
particularly market needs - e.g. marketing in Germany is very different from 
marketing in Netherlands, and one needs to the respective understand 
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Recommendations to EU policy makers include:  
1. Encourage cross-border e-Commerce initiatives for SMES such as subsidies and 
tax reductions; 
 2. Simplify VAT system - must have a one-stop-shop;  
3. Better harmonisation of national authorities (concerning differences in national 
implementation of EU rules; e.g. rules on cookies in NL are implemented much 
stricter than in other MS);  
4. Quality of legislation for: reimbursement of goods; reimbursement period; quality 
of the delivered goods and time for delivery (e.g. if product is delivered in two or 
three different packages, the last one may arrive a week later, but time starts ticking 
only when the second package is delivered). 

*** 

5.   Intervention of Ursula Pachl, Director, BEUC 

BEUC, The European Consumer Organisation has a membership of 40 independent 
national consumer organisations from 30 European countries (EU, EEA and 
applicant countries). In the intervention, Mrs Pachl first highlighted what BEUC 
considered main achievements todate. She then outlined a number of future 
challenges, around four thematic areas: (A) modernisation of the consumer acquis, 
(B) data protection; (C) intellectual property rights and (D) enforcement of 
competition law and unfair commercial practices. 

 
A. Modernisation of the consumer acquis: 

• 2011 Consumer Rights Directive (CRD): crucial for e-commerce - 
harmonisation for key elements of on-line contracts (e.g. pre-contractual 
information, formal requirements, right of withdrawal, delivery, passing of 
risk). The CRD covers some aspects (e.g. pre-contractual information, 
formal requirements and right of withdrawal). BUT: Legal uncertainty 
regarding digital content products on key issues has not been addressed. 

• 2012 ADR Directive and ODR Regulation: Redress is the top consumer 
concern when buying on-line: 
• 62% of online buyers did not do buy across a national border because 

they were afraid of fraud 
• 59% did not know what to do if problems arose 
• 49% were worried about delivery1 

• Proposal for a Common European Sales Law: not the right approach from 
BEUC's perspective. Targeted minimum harmonisation would be preferable. 
Business “self-regulation” through optional law – traders will be able to 

                                                 
1 Source: Consumer Market Scoreboard, 5th Edition 
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choose between modern European rules or national legislation which is - as 
acknowledged by the EC - unclear and not specific about the rights 
consumers have when buying digital content. 

 
B. Data Protection:  

• data protection a key concern for consumers:  
• 70% of Europeans are concerned that their personal data held by 

companies may be used for a purpose other than that for which it was 
collected;   

• 43% of Internet users in the EU say they have been asked for more 
personal information  than necessary when  they  wanted to access or use 
an online service;   

• 67% believe that there is no alternative to disclosing personal 
information if one wants to obtain products or services.  

• Objective of the revision of Directive 95/46: restore consumers’ control over 
the way their personal information is used. must make sure that the final text 
honours this objective 

 
C.  Intellectual Property Rights   
Revision of the Copyright Directive 2001/29: 

• Current systems is unbalanced for consumers. 
• Need to harmonise copyright laws of the Member States - significant 

differences with regards to the scope of exceptions and limitations.  
• Need to adapt the exemptions and limitations to the digital era. 

 
Copyright levies: 

• Differences among the MS is a major obstacle to cross-border e-commerce – 
fragmentation of the Digital Single Market. 
• Need for a visible fee. 
• Progressive phasing-out of levies. 

 
D.  Enforcement    
Competition Law: 

• need to revisit rules governing selective distribution agreements in the online 
market and need to prevent dominant positions in the online search market.  

 
Unfair Commercial Practices: 

• Over 75% of websites offering digital content products do not appear to 
comply with consumer protection rules (DG SANCO sweep 06.12.12).  

• The role of consumer associations: co-ordination of enforcement actions 
(e.g. the promotion of the AppleCare Protection Plan)  

 
New opportunities for consumers in the digital environment    

• Cloud Computing Services 
• Price comparison tools 
• Travel/holiday booking – need to review the package travel directive  
• Model contracts for e-commerce 

 

*** 
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6. Intervention of Susanne Czech, Secretary General, EMOTA  
EMOTA represents 3,500 multi- channel/online retailers in 15 countries which in 
turn make up 83% of the e-commerce sector in Europe. In her intervention, Mrs 
Czech focused on the importance of the e-Commerce sector for growth and jobs.  
 
She highlighted that 2.6 jobs are created for each job lost and internet-intensive 
companies create 2x jobs.  Just in 2012, E-commerce has been estimated to have 
grown by 20% and reached 300bn €. UK, France and Germany account for 60% of 
Europe’s E-commerce. The share of online retail is high in UK/Scandinavia and low 
in South/East Europe and the overall share of online cross-border shopping is low as 
consumers are worried about international delivery.  
 
The top E- Commerce players in Europe are mostly multi-channel - selling a 
variety of products. Many companies still have to embrace e-commerce but tend to 
be deterred by legal/tax and payment issues. Various measures have been 
proposed at EU level to help remove these barriers: Consumer Rights Directive 
(adopted); Common European Sales Law; Green Paper on Parcel Delivery; Green 
Paper on Payments; Regulation on Data Protection; Directive on ADR and 
Regulation on ODR (agreed); Online Trustmarks. 
 
EMOTA supports all EU initiatives aimed at facilitating E- Commerce such as: 
 
•Harmonise data and consumer legislation across Europe  
•Improve consumer trust  
•Liberalise postal delivery services  
•Ensure security and efficiency of online payment platforms  
•Improve broadband networks development  
 
Such initiatives will help balance consumer and business interests as well as prevent 
unnecessary extra costs/burden for businesses. 

 
*** 

7. Debate with the Public 
The Coordinator of the Working Group, Mr Arias Echeverria, then opened the floor 
for debate with the public. Various points were raised by the MEPs, Commission 
representatives and stakeholders present, including: 
 
 The effort required for ensuring a coherent coordinated response to complete 

the Digital Single Market has been underestimated by the Commission 
despite the impressive efforts by Commission Barnier towards the Single 
Market. We need to pursue these efforts to create a similar coordinated push 
for the creation of the Digital Single Market; the European Parliament has a 
key role to play in applying pressure on the Commission. 

 How can one have a better overview of where we are now and where problems 
are; a better coordination between Commission services is called for (e.g. 
different figures are at times presented by different Commission services 
without any explanation of where they come from and what criteria they are 
based on, the way of translating barriers, etc. into financial terms…);  

 The Commission aims to present a progress report on implementation of 
the e-Commerce Communication by March 2013. Commission is interested 
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 Concerning parcel delivery - Commission informed that green paper still 
open for consultation until 22 Feb, please respond; secondly, action plan 
bound to be incomplete. The European Parliament can play an important role 
in identifying gaps and other issues that need to be addressed. Audience 
stressed that problems still exists and need to be addressed. 

 Another issue is the proposed CESL. Discontent was expressed regarding the 
current proposal because of its optional nature;  

 The role of chambers of commerce in supporting SMEs (role of one-stop-
shops for business start-up including VAT) is an important one;  

 The question of language needs also to be addressed as  administrative forms 
are usually only in the local language. This is not enough and  should also be 
in English which should be the ‘lingua franca’; EDiMA pointed out that we 
need to also bear in mind the value of multilingualism and that it was not easy 
to overcome language barrier 

 A revision of copyright directive is needed and we are waiting for the 
Commission to put forward a proposal.  

 ‘search neutrality’ (Google) on the net - how can this be ensured? 
 Trusted Shops is as a model to harness the power of the Digital Single 

Market. Set up 10 years ago in Germany, they have achieved standards and 
trust which now has been expanded across EU, with the objective to 
harmonise such standards (first step was merger of UK trustmark with German 
one). It is important now to take the discussion of trustmarks to an EU level. 

 Mr Arias Echeverria supported strongly the idea of the pan-European trust 
mark. He also pointed out that the Connecting Europe Facility is a 
fundamental tool to complete the Digital Single Market;  

 A critical issue that also needs to be addressed is ICT standardisation; the 
Commission’s DG Enterprise set up a multi-stakeholder platform to push for 
ICT standardisation and would be pleased to receive the input of the Working 
Group on key issues that should be discussed by this platform. EDiMA asked 
that care be taken in introducing ‘topdown level’ standards as this could risk 
killing innovation and competition. 

 Many audience members pointed out that a single VAT rate in EU is needed. 
If sellers need to continue to apply for VAT numbers in other Member States, 
then, it will be  unlikely to ever reach the full potential of the Digital Single 
Market. Tax harmonisation seems clearly to be one of the most important 
practical barriers; one needs to go further and put it as headline topic in order 
to push for political solution; overall problem of complexity, difficulties of 
compliance, high risk for traders that they will not comply unintentionally; 
(one solution could be ubiquitous compliance with VAT, agreed ex-ante, e.g. 
South Korea). 

 BEUC called for price comparison guidelines from DG SANCO as well as 
more work from DG COMP on net neutrality of search engines. BEUC’s 
concern is that there are no regulatory initiatives at this point to deal with this. 
on the whole, it is an important moment now for EU to decide if it is better to 
go for optional tools or for harmonisation (CESL, Cloud computing). 

*** 

The next meeting will take place on 7th March from 10h00-12h00 in room: 6Q1 


